
 Make earlier sense of
behaviour that challenges.

Melo facilitates better decisions around behavioural
management through intuitive data collection,

visualisation & predictive analytics.



via our quick observations module to keep track
of day-to-day changes in behaviour, mood, &
patient activity (sleep, medication & pain).

via our range of clinically validated, NICE
approved risk frameworks in order to
understand changes across your patient groups.

with different levels of access control - so that
individuals and teams can see what’s going on at
any point in time for an individual patient, ward, or
entire organisation.

for when behaviour does escalate - so that you
and your team have the right information at your
fingertips to review and learn from when things
don’t go as planned.

Effective intervention planning & library of
training resources

works on all devices via our secure cloud
environment, and will be fully DTAC compliant
for launch.

FEATURES

Accessible, secure, & interoperable

improve team communication & learning with a
centralised record of all preventative measures
you are putting into place to keep your patients
and staff safe, including staff access to a suite of
training resources, videos, & guides.

Spot early signs of escalation

Conduct smart assessments of patient
behaviour

Full suite of realtime dashboards

Streamlined incident reporting



Safer patients & staff

Reduced incidents & cost

Improves decision making

Increased understanding of patient behaviour

Reduced stress for patient families

Improves communication between teams

Improves staff accountability 

Accessible, secure, & interoperable

We are excited to be working with Decently to
share our specialist insight to help ensure Melo is

built in the right way and ultimately helps
clinicians make better decisions for our patients.

- Dr Alistair Teager, Consultant Clinical Neuropsychologist
at Salford Royal Hospital

We are working towards launching a patient & family support
app in late 2023, containing information and resources on living
with an ongoing condition.



Get started using Melo
Join our pilot scheme and start using Melo in your wards.

www.decently.co.uk/melo @wearedecently hello@decently.co.uk

User feedback
Take part in “hands-on” prototype sessions and video calls to help us refine
the product.

Spread the word
Let us know if you have any contacts, Trusts, or networks that might benefit
from Melo.

Stay connected

How to get involved

Melo is currently in development, scheduled for release to pilot sites
in early 2023.
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